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Students, faculty line up to “give the gift of life”

It’s crunch time! Fourth quarter begins today
With spring break behind us, the students at
G Ray Bodley High School are closer than
ever to summer vacation. The fourth quarter
of the school year has started, and in a few
short weeks students will be taking their fi-
nal exams. With only one more quarter in
the 2011-2012 school year, many students
are starting to look forward to the approach-
ing summer vacation.
   With the nice weather that Central New
York has been having, a lot of students are
being tempted to enjoy the weather instead
of doing homework. The fourth quarter may
be the last one of the year, but there is no
reason that students should start slacking.
The fourth quarter might be the most im-
portant quarter in the year.

   For seniors, the fourth quarter may not
seem very important at all. For the most part,
seniors have all been accepted to college, and
in many cases they have already enrolled. A
low grade in the last quarter could not hurt
them too much, could it?

   While it may not make it so that they can
no longer go to college, it is not a good idea
to start slacking. Habits are formed easily,
and it a student gets into the habit of pro-
crastinating and not doing a good job on their
work, that could seriously hurt them once
they get to college in the fall.
   For all of the younger students who will
be returning to G Ray Bodley in the fall,
choosing not to do their work is just as stu-

pid. There might not be quite as much work
in some classes during the fourth quarter, but
that is no excuse not to do it.
   Finals and Regents are extremely impor-
tant tests, and if students slack now there is
no telling what grade they will get on the
exams. Students are in school until June, no
one should start worrying about summer
until school is over.
   There is no reason that students should not
take some time and relax outside of school,
but they should not take too much time out
of their homework schedule. Once students
reach high school, there are only a few more
years of school left, take the time to learn
now and have plenty of time to have fun later.

By Daniel Summerville

Students and staff alike got into the act to donate blood at the March 30 Student
Senate Blood Drive. Here Technology teacher Mr. Wasacz and senior and RaiderNet
Daily reporter Daniel Summerville are shown “giving  the gift of life.” (Vanessa Langdon
photo)

On March 30, the G. Ray Bodley High
School Student Senate hosted their annual
Spring Blood Drive. Students have been
rushing for a spot to not only have a nice
donut or piece of pizza, but also to give the
gift of life.
   Numerous students not only gave blood,
but also stayed in the LGI to help with all
the donations. Helping the American Red
Cross were Christian Barbera, Jeanette
Bartlett, Bernice Bartlett, and Steven
Hancyk, along with other. Senior Jeanette
Bartlett, who has helped out with several
Blood Drives, stated, “I feel that I am giv-
ing back to the people and saving a life.”
Jeannette not only helps with the Blood
Drive, she has also tried giving blood three
times and finally was successful in her last
attempt as a senior.
   Not only students, but even staff donated
blood to such a wonderful cause. Mrs. Wil-
liams has been donating blood since high
school, and could never imagine her deci-
sion any other way. While working on a
sculpture in ceramics, Mrs. Williams stated,
“My brother has cystic fibrosis and I feel
that doing this is not only helping him, but
also helping others.”
   Student Senate advisor  Mr. Thurlow and

student Tanner Gorton after just giving the
gift of life, answered the simple question,
ìWhy give blood?î Gorton, a junior,  stated,
“It’s the least I could do. I feel that I am help-
ing someone, but the real question is why
not give blood?”

   It proved to be another successful year of
the Spring Blood Drive. Mr. Thurlow is wait-
ing for the final figures to find out just how
many students and faculty pitched in for this
very worthwhile cause.

By Kara Yakel
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Low self-esteem not a laughing matter
By Laura Perwitz

Quote of the day:
“A question that sometimes drives me hazy:

am I or are the others crazy?”

Albert Einstein

In this school and even around the world,
you never fail to see someone bullying
someone else and lowering their self-es-
teem greatly.
   To be honest, it’s really not funny.
   Lowering the self-esteem of another per-
son leads to depression and even suicide.
These are not things to joke around with.
Someone could seriously cause great harm
to themselves by committing suicide, cut-
ting, drinking, smoking and other things that could result from a
lowered self-esteem.
   Calling people mean and rude names is just uncalled for. They
have probably done nothing to you, yet you still continue to pick
on them unmercifully for nothing. How would you like to be called
fat or dumb every day of your life? People start coming up with

stupid nicknames about people who have a disability or might have
something wrong with them at the time. This also occurs if some-
one made a mistake maybe one time, and no one will let it go.

Through my years of being in school, I can say that my self-esteem
has been lowered. I have dealt with it in healthy ways by talking to
people whom I can trust. Granted, they may not understand what
you are going through, but they will help you every step of the way
until the problem has faded and everyone has moved on.
   The worst thing is when friends are sitting around listening and
watchingwhat is going on, and they do nothing to help you. It’s
obvious that you need better friends who will stick up for you no
matter what. The people you think are your friends are more than
likely not a true friend. The people whom you have known for a
long time could be, but it’s impossible now to trust anyone without
taking the risk of being stabbed in the back.
   I have taken that risk many times, and have been let down the
majority of the time. Don’t sit there and take the abuse any longer!
Nobody deserves to have mean and cruel things said to them. If you
have nothing nice to say at all, then donít say anything.
   Lowering the self-esteem of another individual is mean and wrong
on so many levels. People don’t even know half of the dangers of
lowering the self-esteem of others. If people were to discover that
kids commit suicide due to bullying (yes, this is bullying) they would
more than likely stop. Bullying happens to be illegal here in New
York.Enough is enough. The bullies of the world need to quit act-
ing like a child andshould remember a well-worn adage; don’t say
anything if you have nothing nice to say to someone else.
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Check us out on Facebook!
www.facebook.com/GRBJournalism
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Trail cameras can serve many purposes
The Great Outdoors

By Daniel Summerville

In the past few years, trail cameras have be-
come more accurate and versatile than ever.
Hunters are no longer the only ones who pur-
chase these motion detecting cameras, they
can do a lot more than take pictures of deer
and coyotes. For the most part, trail cams are
used for hunting purposes, but they can be
just as versatile as the people who use them.
   These cameras are not always used for game
animals; they have played integral parts in
biological studies. Without required human interference, these cam-
eras can take pictures of extremely reclusive animals that would
otherwise be hard to study. The cameras can also give biologists
information about certain animals range. Wolverines were thought
to live only in the far northern reaches of the US and Canada, but
trail camera pictures have confirmed that there are still a few reclu-
sive beasts in their ancestral ranges of California, Wisconsin and
Michigan. Without trail cameras, these animals may never have been
discovered.
   Non-hunting landowners are some of the best customers for trail
cam companies. Surveillance systems cost a lot of money, but a
relatively cheap trail camera will do pretty much the same thing. A
strategically placed trail camera will take pictures of trespassers in
the same way that it would of an animal. Anything that moves has
the potential to trip the camera, and as long as it is hidden or bolted
to a tree, no one should be able to get rid of the proof. Countless
trespassers have been recognized from trail camera photos, and a
high quality picture is enough to get the trespasser charged or even
arrested.
   While most casual wildlife enthusiasts may not invest in a top
line camera, many people buy a cheaper trail camera simply to take
pictures of wildlife. Small birds or animals may not trip a camera,
but the neighborhood fox or a deer definitely will. By using trail
cameras, people can determine what kind of wildlife is active around
their home at night. Raccoons and Opossums may live within a few

feet of a house, but the homeowner might never know without a
trail camera.
   Trail cams are made for the purpose of hunting, but that does not
mean that they cannot be used for something else. More and more
non-hunters are buying trail cams with security or nature watching
in mind. Even if the cameras are not used for hunting purposes,
they are very useful.

Tues. April 10: Boys lax vs. New Hartford (5 pm); Base-

ball @ Phoenix (4 pm); Softball vs. Phoenix (4 pm).

Wed. April 11: Baseball vs. Chittenango (4 pm); Girls

lax @ ES-M (JV-4:30/V-6 pm); Tennis vs. Mexico (4:30).

Thurs. April 12: Boys lax vs.

C.Square (5:30); Softball vs.

West Genesee (4 pm).

Fri. April 13: JV Boys lax @

C.Square (4 pm); Baseball @

Cortland (4:30); Softball vs.

Cortland (4:30); Girls Lax Fulton

Tourney (4 & 5:30).

Sat. April 14: Girls Lax Fulton

Tourney (11 & 12:30-JV/noon &

1:30-V); Boys V lax @ Tully

(noon).

This week in Raider Sports

Thursday, April 12
6 pm $3 admission
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‘lil Bodley

By Michaela Best

Veterinarian not a job for the lazy or meek
It is not uncommon
for kids to say that
they want to be a vet-

erinarian when they grow up. I am one of them and have wanted to
be a vet since I was about four or five years old. But what many
children fail to realize is that becoming a vet is much more than just
having a love for animals. It requires immense amounts of hard
work and dedication as one must attend four years of undergradu-
ate school and then continue on with four more years of veterinar-
ian school to receive your doctorate.
   Being a small animal vet is a lot less dangerous than being a large
animal vet. Small animal vets deal with dogs, cats and the like.
Large animal vets deal with horses, pigs, cows, and other animals
of that nature. Being a large animal vet is nothing like what small
animal vets have to do, as large animal vets must travel to the ani-
mal; they can’t put the animal out completely if surgery is to be
performed.
   In many cases the vet has to lie under the horse and perform sur-
gery with only a flashlight for any bit of visibility. For many ani-
mals, mainly small, the surgery takes a maximum of about 2 hours.
For large animals such as a horse (as seen in the picture) it could
take anywhere from 1.5 hours to 4 hours. The length of procedure
depends on how well the animal behaves, usually it is very hard to
get a 1200 pound animal to stand completely still while you are
sticking a needle through skin trying to sew him up.
   Becoming a vet is not recommended for anyone who has a weak

stomach or is indecisive. As is the case with a doctor for humans, as
a vet a person will encounter a lot of blood, cuts, and major wounds
that need attention right away and they cannot wait for the vet to
make a decision. The vet needs to be able to see the wound and
know what to do right away, as the longer the animal waits the
more blood they could lose. If those kinds of animals get a severe
wound they can only wait long enough for the vet to get there.
   A large animal vet can also specialize in dentistry. Horses have to
have a dentist come out to the farm and actually file their teeth
down with a powered file. If they do not get their teeth filed down at
least once a year, then their teeth can get points on them and it can
cut up the horseís gums and cause ulcers in their mouths.

   Many people want to become vets because of how much money
they make. But what many people do not know is that the majority
of veterinarians do not make a ton of money. Vets can make any-
where from $60,000 to $400,000 per year, but the amount of money
one makes depends on where they are located and how big their
practice is.
   This job takes a lot more work than a lot of people think it does.
But if a person is hardworking and dedicated, then they may suc-
ceed as a vet. But the most important attribute to have if someone
wants to be a vet is the loving and compassionate personality. You
can’t be a person who gets angry very easily because you canít
blame the animal for moving around because they are in pain, and
like people, all animals shy away from pain.



Meteorology and you
By Carson Metcalf

Tonight: Tomorrow:

GRB senior Carson Metcalf is an aspiring Meteorologist and the
creator of the Central New York Weather Center @ www.centralnewyorkweather.com
Look for his daily weather forecasts for Fulton on RaiderNet Daily.

Today:

Cloudy skies.

35º
Average: 34º

Record: 15º (1977)

Mostly cloudy.
Chance shower.

55º
Average: 54º

Record: 75º (1991)

Mostly cloudy.
Chance shower.

52º
Average: 55º

Record: 72º (1955)
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CJ BarberaSteven  Gilliland Casey Fraser

"Lengthy." "Gratifying." "Fufilling."  "Worthwhile."

Describe giving blood in one word

Steve Hanczyk


